
Series 3000 : Landscape & Ecology

A B C D

0-9.99 10-49.99 50-249.99 250+

3002 Weed Control

30.0005 Total Weed Control :- Total weed control to paved areas, etc. Overall 

application

m²

30.0010 Total Weed Control :- Total weed control to paved areas, etc. Spot 

application, weed cover not exceeding 10%

m²

30.0015 Total Weed Control :- Overall application to verges, central reservations, 

embankments and cuttings

m²

30.0020 Total Weed Control :- Ground Preparation - Overall application to topsoil 

heaps and Planted Beds

m²

30.0025 Total Weed Control:- Overall application to open ditches, lagoons, 

watercourses and filter drains

m²

30.0030 Selective Weed Control :- in grass areas m²

30.0035 Selective Weed Control :- Spot application by hand-held equipment, 

weed cover not exceeding 10%

m²

30.0040 Selective Weed Control :- Spot application by hand held equipment, weed 

cover, exceeding 10% but not exceeding 25%

m²

30.0045 Weed Control by Handpulling/Weeding :- weed cover not exceeding 10% m²

30.0050 Weed Control by Handpulling/Weeding :- weed cover, exceeding 10% but 

not exceeding 25%

m²

30.0055 Weed Control by Handpulling/Weeding :- weed cover, exceeding 25% but 

not exceeding 50%

m²

30.0060 Weed Control by Cutting :- Cutting down weed growth, weed cover not 

exceeding 10%

m²

30.0065 Weed Control by Cutting :- Cutting down weed growth, weed cover, 

exceeding 10% but not exceeding 25%

m²

30.0070 Weed Control by Cutting :- Cutting down weed growth, weed cover, 

exceeding 25% but not exceeding 50%

m²

30.0075 Growth retardant :- Grassed area m²

3004 Ground Preparation

Subsoil Treatment

30.0080 Ripping/subsoiling up to 450 mm deep to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees 

or less to the horizontal

m²

30.0085 Ripping/subsoiling up to 450 mm deep to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees 

or more to the horizontal

m²

Final Preparation of Soils

30.0090 Preparation for all seeding, planting or turfing to surfaces sloping at 10 

degrees or less to the horizontal

m²

30.0095 Preparation for all seeding, planting or turfing to surfaces sloping at 10 

degrees or more to the horizontal

m²

3005 Grass Seeding, Wildflower Seeding and Turfing

Final Cultivations

30.0100 Final Cultivation for all seeding and turfing to surfaces sloping at 10 

degrees or less to the horizontal

m²

30.0105 Final Cultivation for all seeding and turfing to surfaces sloping at 10 

degrees or more to the horizontal

m²

Conventional Sowing

30.0110 Type 1 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or less to the horizontal m²

30.0115 Type 1 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or more to the horizontal m²

30.0120 Type 2 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or less to the horizontal m²

30.0125 Type 2 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or more to the horizontal m²

30.0130 Type 4 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or less to the horizontal m²

30.0135 Type 4 to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or more to the horizontal m²

30.0140 Extra over any grassing item for areas 1 m² to 100 m² ordered at any one 

time

m²

Hydraulic seeding

30.0145 Extra over for hydraulic seeding m²

Turf

30.0150 Turfing to surfaces sloping 10 degrees or less to the horizontal m²

30.0155 Turfing to surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or more to the horizontal m²

30.0160 Extra-over for Amenity Grade Turf m²

Establishment Cuts

30.0165 Establishment Cut to 50 mm height m²

3006 Planting

30.0170 Plant large bulbs m²

30.0175 Plant small bulbs m²

30.0180 Bedding m²

30.0185 Wildflower plants m²

30.0190 Planting - P9 size containers nr

30.0195 Planting - 1 litre size containers nr

30.0200 Planting - 2 litre size containers nr
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30.0205 Planting - 3 litre size containers nr

30.0210 Planting - 5 litre size containers nr

30.0215 Planting - 10 litre size containers nr

30.0220 Planting - Bare root transplant, whip or shrubs less than 1.2 m height nr

30.0225 Planting - Bare root whips, feathered trees, transplants or shrubs 1.2 - 2.1 

m height

nr

30.0230 Planting - Rootballed whip or shrubs less than 1.2 m height nr

30.0235 Planting - Rootballed whips, feathered trees, transplants or shrubs 1.2 - 

2.1 m height

nr

30.0240 Planting - 10-14 cm girth tree nr

30.0245 Planting - 14-18 cm girth tree nr

30.0250 Planting - 18+cm girth tree nr

30.0255 Extra over for tree pit excavation in hard surface nr

Mulching

30.0260 Tree Planting and Mulching Compost :- 75 mm depth surface mulch to 

surfaces sloping at 10 degrees or less to the horizontal

m3

30.0265 Tree Planting and Mulching Compost :- 75 mm depth surface mulch to 

surfaces sloping at more than 10 degrees to the horizontal

m3

30.0270 Tree Planting and Mulching Compost :- 75 mm depth surface mulch to 

tree circles 1m diameter

m3

30.0275 Conifer Bark Mulch :- 75 mm depth as surface mulch to surfaces sloping 

at 10 degrees or less to the horizontal

m3

30.0280 Conifer Bark Mulch :- 75 mm depth as surface mulch to surfaces sloping 

at more than 10 degrees to the horizontal

m3

30.0285 Conifer Bark Mulch :- 100 mm depth to tree circles 1m diameter m3

30.0290 Mulch mats 1000 x 1000 mm; plant circles; spacing 1.0 - 1.8m nr

30.0295 Mulch mats 1000 x 1000 mm; plant circles; spacing exceeding 1.8m nr

Fertiliser

30.0300 Extra over incorporated Application to Planting :- To planting beds @ 

35g/m²

nr

30.0305 Extra over incorporated Application to Planting :- To pits @ 35g nr

30.0310 Extra over incorporated Application to Planting :- To pits @ 60g nr

30.0315 Extra over incorporated Application to Planting :- To pits @ 150g nr

3007 Grass, Bulb and Wildflower Maintenance

Grass Cutting: High frequency

30.0320 Close Mown Grass :- Cutting - First cut m²

30.0325 Close Mown Grass :- Cutting - Subsequent cuts m²

30.0330 Edges to Close Mown Grass :- Trimming m

30.0335 Edges to Close - Mown Grass :- Reforming m

Grass Cutting: Medium frequency

30.0340 Parkway Grass :- Cutting - First cut m²

30.0345 Parkway Grass :- Cutting - Subsequent cuts m²

30.0350 Edges to Parkway Grass :- Trimming m

30.0355 Edges to Parkway Grass :- Reforming m

Grass Cutting: Low frequency

30.0360 Amenity Grass Areas :- Cutting - First cut m²

30.0365 Amenity Grass Areas :- Cutting - Subsequent cuts m²

Grass Cutting: Minimal frequency

30.0370 Verge Cutting :- Single swath cut, width 1m m²

30.0375 Verge Cutting :- Full width cut to boundary concurrently with 1m swath cut m²

30.0380 Verge Cutting :- Extra-over for raking-off arisings and disposal of arisings 

any verge-cutting item

m²

30.0385 Verge Cutting :- Full width cut to central reserves, not exceeding 2000m² m²

30.0390 Verge Cutting :- Full width cut to central reserves, exceeding 2000m² m²

30.0395 Verge Cutting :- Additional width cut to central reserves m²

30.0400 Verge Cutting :- Extra over for raking off and disposal of arisings to 

central reserves

m²

Grass Cutting: Banks and Ditches

30.0405 Banks and Ditches :- Single cut, width 1m m²

30.0410 Banks and Ditches :- Single cut, width 2 m m²

30.0415 Banks and Ditches :- Extra-over for raking-off arisings and disposal of 

arisings

m²

Grass Cutting: Banks and Ditches

30.0420 Areas of Planting :- Single cut through plantation.  Trees and shrubs @ 

spacings not exceeding 1.8 metres apart

m²

30.0425 Areas of Planting :- Single cut through plantation.  Trees and shrubs @ 

spacings exceeding 1.8 metres apart

m²

30.0430 Areas of Planting :- Extra-over for raking-off arisings and disposal of 

arisings

m²

Wildflower Areas and Areas of Nature Conservation Value
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30.0435 Wildflower Areas :- Annual Spring/Summer Cut  m²

30.0440 Wildflower Areas :- Annual Summer/Autumn Cut m²

30.0445 Wildflower Areas :- Topping Cut  m²

30.0450 Wildflower Areas :- Biennial Cut   m²

30.0455 Wildflower Areas :- Scarification m²

Bulbs and Perennials

30.0460 Bulbs and Perennials :- First cut within ornamental planting areas m²

3008 Watering

Additional Watering

30.0465 Water Grassed Areas. m²

30.0470 Water Shrubs, Hedges and Ornamemtal beds m²

30.0475 Water Trees nr

3009 Establishment Maintenance for Planting

Firming

30.0480 Inspection and Firming to planted plots of spacing not exceeding 1.8m m²

30.0485 Inspection and Firming to planted plots of spacing exceeding 1.8m m²

Tubes, Ties and Guards

30.0490 Planted Areas Inspection and Adjustment :- Inspect and adjust tubes, ties 

and guards to planted plots of spacing not exceeding 1.8m

m²

30.0495 Planted Areas Inspection and Adjustment :- Inspect and adjust tubes, ties 

and guards to planted plots of spacing exceeding 1.8m

m²

30.0500 Planted Areas Removal of tubes, ties and stakes and disposal off site nr

30.0505 Individual Street Trees Inspection and Adjustment:- Inspect and adjust 

ties, spacers and stakes

nr

30.0510 Individual Street Trees Removal of ties and stakes nr

Weed Control: Young Trees and Shrubs in Grass Plots

30.0515 Plant Circles:- Translocated Herbicide Application to plant circle nr

30.0520 Plant Circles:- Residual Herbicide Application to plant circle nr

30.0525 Plant Circles:- Hand weed plant circles nr

30.0530 Plant Circles:- Mulch top up chipped timber arisings to 75 mm m3

30.0535 Plant Circles:- Mulch top up conifer bark mulch to 75 mm m3

30.0540 Mulch Mats :- Inspection and re-fixing nr

30.0545 Mulch Mats :- Removal and Disposal off Site nr

Weed Control: Young Trees and Shrubs in Cultivated Plots

30.0550 Weed Control by hand and chemical means to young planted areas m²

30.0555 Mulch:- Top up chipped timber arisings to 75 mm m3

30.0560 Mulch:- Top up conifer bark mulch to 75 mm m3

30.0565 Cultivation:- Cultivate soil surface to create fine to medium tilth m²

Weed Control: Young Hedges

30.0570 Weed Control by hand and chemical means to young hedges m²

30.0575 Mulch:- Top up chipped timber arisings to 75 mm m3

30.0580 Mulch:- Top up conifer bark mulch to 75 mm m3

30.0585 Sheet Mulch:- Inspection and repairs m²

30.0590 Sheet Mulch:- Removal and disposal off site m²

Individual Trees in Urban Streets

30.0595 Maintenance to Individual Trees in Urban Streets less than 6 m in height nr

Fertiliser

30.0600 Surface Fertiliser Application to Planting :- Around tree or shrub @ 25g nr

30.0605 Surface Fertiliser Application to Planting :- Around tree or shrub @ 45g nr

30.0610 Surface Fertiliser Application to Planting :- Around tree or shrub @ 60g nr

30.0615 Surface Fertiliser Application to planting to ornamental beds @ 50g nr

30.0620 Application to Grassed Areas :- Surface application to grass @ 20g/m². m²

30.0625 Application to Grassed Areas :- Incorporated application @ 20g/m². m²

3010 Maintenance of Established Trees and Shrubs

Weed Control: Trees and Shrubs in Cultivated Beds

30.0630 Weed control by hand or chemical means, weed cover less than 50% - 

visit

m²

30.0635 Weed control by hand or chemical means, weed cover exceeding 50% - 

visit

m²

30.0640 Weed Control by hand or chemical means to street trees fitted with or 

without tree grilles - visit

nr

30.0645 Mulch:- Top up chipped timber arisings to 75 mm m³

30.0650 Mulch:- Top up conifer bark mulch to 75 mm m³

30.0655 Cultivation:- Cultivate soil surface to create fine to medium tilth m²

Shrub Pruning

30.0660 Pruning shrubs m²

Climbing Plants

30.0665 Secure and prune climbing plants No.

Hedge Maintenance

30.0670 Woodland/scrub edge pruning to prevent overhang and maintain visibility m

30.0675 Hedge Trimming :- hedge less than 2.0m high, trim one side and top to a 

height less than 1.3m

m
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30.0680 Hedge Trimming :- hedge less than 2.0m high, trim one side and top to a 

height of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0685 Hedge Trimming :- hedge less than 2.0m high, trim both sides and top to 

a height less than 1.3m

m

30.0690 Hedge Trimming :- hedge less than 2.0m high, trim both sides and top to 

a height of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0695 Hedge Trimming :- hedge 2.0 to 3.5m high, trim one side and top to a 

height less than 1.3m

m

30.0700 Hedge Trimming :- hedge 2.0 to 3.5m high, trim one side and top to a 

height of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0705 Hedge Trimming :- hedge 2.0 to 3.5m high, trim both sides and top to a 

height less than 1.3m

m

30.0710 Hedge Trimming :- hedge 2.0 to 3.5m high, trim both sides and top to a 

height of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0715 Hedge Trimming :- hedge over 3.5m high one side and top to a height 

less than 1.3m

m

30.0720 Hedge Trimming :- hedge over 3.5m high one side and top to a height of 

of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0725 Hedge Trimming :- hedge over 3.5m high both sides and top to a height 

less than 1.3m

m

30.0730 Hedge Trimming :- hedge over 3.5m high both sides and top to a height 

of 1.3m or higher

m

30.0735 Hedge laying:- 'Midland' style to a hedge 2 to 3.5m high m

30.0740 Hedge laying:- 'Midland' style to a hedge over 3.5m high m

30.0745 Hedge laying:- 'Straight' style to a hedge 2 to 3.5m high m

30.0750 Hedge laying:- 'Straight' style to a hedge over 3.5m high m

Tree Surgery

30.0755 Deadwood and crown clean tree category A nr

30.0760 Deadwood and crown clean tree category B nr

30.0765 Deadwood and crown clean tree category C nr

30.0770 Deadwood and crown clean tree category D nr

30.0775 Deadwood and crown clean tree category E nr

30.0780 Deadwood and crown clean tree category F nr

30.0785 Deadwood and crown clean tree category G nr

30.0790 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size A

nr

30.0795 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size B

nr

30.0800 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size C

nr

30.0805 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size D

nr

30.0810 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size E

nr

30.0815 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size F

nr

30.0820 Removal of basal suckers and epicormics from trunk ground level to 

natural crown Size G

nr

30.0825 Remove branch not exceeding 100 mm diameter nr

30.0830 Remove branch exceeding 100 mm but not exceeding 200 mm diameter nr

30.0835 Remove branch exceeding 200 mm nr

30.0840 Crown lifting tree size category A nr

30.0845 Crown lifting tree size category B nr

30.0850 Crown lifting tree size category C nr

30.0855 Crown lifting tree size category D nr

30.0860 Crown lifting tree size category E nr

30.0865 Crown lifting tree size category F nr

30.0870 Crown lifting tree size category G nr

30.0875 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category A nr

30.0880 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category B nr

30.0885 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category C nr

30.0890 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category D nr

30.0895 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category E nr

30.0900 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category F nr

30.0905 Crown thinning by 15-40% tree size category G nr

30.0910 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category A nr

30.0915 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category B nr

30.0920 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category C nr

30.0925 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category D nr

30.0930 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category E nr

30.0935 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category F nr
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30.0940 Crown reduction or reshaping by 15-40% tree size category G nr

30.0945 Initial pollard of tree size A nr

30.0950 Initial pollard of tree size B nr

30.0955 Initial pollard of tree size C nr

30.0960 Initial pollard of tree size D nr

30.0965 Initial pollard of tree size E nr

30.0970 Initial pollard of tree size F nr

30.0975 Initial pollard of tree size G nr

30.0980 Repeat pollarding to tree size category A nr

30.0985 Repeat pollarding to tree size category B nr

30.0990 Repeat pollarding to tree size category C nr

30.0995 Repeat pollarding to tree size category D nr

30.1000 Repeat pollarding to tree size category E nr

30.1005 Repeat pollarding to tree size category F nr

30.1010 Repeat pollarding to tree size category G nr

Tree Felling

30.1015 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category A nr

30.1020 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category B nr

30.1025 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category C nr

30.1030 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category D nr

30.1035 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category E nr

30.1040 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category F nr

30.1045 Fell and remove stump :- Tree size category G nr

30.1050 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category A nr

30.1055 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category B nr

30.1060 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category C nr

30.1065 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category D nr

30.1070 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category E nr

30.1075 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category F nr

30.1080 Fell and stump killing :- Tree size category G nr

30.1085 Stump removal :- Stump diameter 300mm or less nr

30.1090 Stump removal :- Stump diameter 301 to 600mm nr

30.1095 Stump removal :- Stump diameter 601 to 900mm nr

30.1100 Stump removal :- Stump diameter 901mm and greater nr

30.1105 Stump killing :- Stump diameter 130mm or less nr

30.1110 Stump killing :- Stump diameter 131 to 300mm nr

30.1115 Stump killing :- Stump diameter 301 to 600mm nr

30.1120 Stump killing :- Stump diameter 601 to 900mm nr

30.1125 Stump killing :- Stump diameter 901mm and greater nr

Thinning and Coppicing

30.1130 Thinning to plots of height not exceeding 3.0m, spaced at 2.0m or less. 

Thin by 20-35% windrow arisings

m²

30.1135 Thinning to Plots of height range 3.0-5.5m. Thin by 20-35% windrow 

arisings

m²

30.1140 Thinning to Plots of height range 3.0-5.5m. Thin by 20-35%, chipped 

arisings on site

m²

30.1145 Thinning to Plots of height range 3.0-5.5m. Thin by 20-35%, chip/remove 

from site

m²

30.1150 Thinning to Plots of height range 3.0-5.5m. Thin by 35-50%, windrow 

arisings

m²

30.1155 Thinning to Plots of height range 3.0-5.5m. Thin by 35-50%, chip/remove 

from site

m²

30.1160 Thinning to Plots of height range 5.5-8.0m. Thin by 20-35%, windrow 

arisings

m²

30.1165 Thinning to Plots of height range 5.5-8.0m. Thin by 20-35%, chipped 

arisings on site

m²

30.1170 Thinning to Plots of height range 5.5-8.0m. Thin by 35-50%, windrow 

arisings

m²

30.1175 Thinning to Plots of height range 5.5-8.0m. Thin by 35-50%, chipped 

arisings on site

m²

30.1180 Thinning to Plots of height range 5.5-8.0m. Thin by 35-50%, chip/remove 

from site

m²

30.1185 Thinning to Plots of height range 8.0-12.0m. Thin by 20-30%, chipped 

arisings on site

m²

30.1190 Thinning to Plots of height range 8.0-12.0m. Thin by 20-30%, 

chip/remove from site

m²

30.1195 Thinning to Plots of height range 8.0-12.0m. Thin by 30-40%, chipped 

arisings on site

m²

30.1200 Thinning to Plots of height range 8.0-12.0m. Thin by 30-40%, 

chip/remove from site

m²
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30.1205 Thinning to Plots of height range 8.0-12.0m. Thin by 40-50%, 

chip/remove from site

m²

30.1210 First coppicing to Plots not exceeding 3.0m in Height. Coppice 25-35% of 

plants, chipped arisings on site

m²

30.1215 First coppicing to Plots not exceeding 3.0m in Height. Coppice 35-50% of 

plants, chip/remove from site

m²

30.1220 First coppicing to Plots not exceeding 3.0m in Height. Coppice 100% of 

plants, chip/remove from site

m²

30.1225 First coppicing to Plots average height 3.0-5.5m. Coppice 20-30% of 

plants, chipped arisings on site

m²

30.1230 Repeat Coppice to Plots not exceeding 5.5m average height. Coppice 25-

30% of plants, chipped arisings on site

m²

30.1235 Repeat Coppice to Plots not exceeding 5.5m average height. Coppice 25-

30% of plants, chip/remove from site

m²

30.1240 Repeat Coppice to Plots not exceeding 5.5m average height. Coppice 40-

50% of plants, chip/remove from site

m²

Scrub Control in Grass

30.1245 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting only - Scrub cover less 

than 25%

m²

30.1250 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting only - Scrub no more 

than 15%

m²

30.1255 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting only - Scrub cover 

exceeding 15%

m²

30.1260 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting and treatment of 

stumps - Scrub cover no more than 15%

m²

30.1265 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting and treatment of 

stumps - Scrub cover 15 to 50%

m²

30.1270 Scrub Control to scrub in grassed areas:- Cutting and treatment of 

stumps - Scrub cover exceeding 50%

m²

Cleaning Through Tree and Shrub Plots

30.1275 Cleaning through tree and shrub plots overall height less than 5m m²

30.1280 Cleaning through tree and shrub plots overall height over 5m m²

3011 Management of Waterbodies

30.1285 Removal of rubbish and debris m²

Weed Control

30.1290 Hand removal of weeds from waterbodies m²

Silt

30.1295 Silt depth inspection nr

30.1300 Silt removal and disposal off site m³

Brown Tailed Moth

30.1305 Control by cutting out and disposal of arisings:- Tree and shrub cover less 

than 25%

m²

30.1310 Control by cutting out and disposal of arisings:- Tree and shrub cover 25 

to 50%

m²

30.1315 Control by cutting out and disposal of arisings:- Tree and shrub cover 

more than 50%

m²

30.1320 Control with pesticide:- Tree and shrub cover less than 25% m²

30.1325 Control with pesticide:- Tree and shrub cover 25 to 50% m²

30.1330 Control with pesticide:- Tree and shrub cover more than 50% m²

Oak Processionary Moth

30.1335 Control with pesticide:- Tree size A nr

30.1340 Control with pesticide:- Tree size B nr

30.1345 Control with pesticide:- Tree size C nr

30.1350 Control with pesticide:- Tree size D nr

30.1355 Control with pesticide:- Tree size E nr

30.1360 Control with pesticide:- Tree size F nr

30.1365 Control with pesticide:- Tree size G nr

30.1370 Control by removing nests:- Tree size A nr

30.1375 Control by removing nests:- Tree size B nr

30.1380 Control by removing nests:- Tree size C nr

30.1385 Control by removing nests:- Tree size D nr

30.1390 Control by removing nests:- Tree size E nr

30.1395 Control by removing nests:- Tree size F nr

30.1400 Control by removing nests:- Tree size G nr
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